
 

 

3L Week 6 

 

READING PACKET 

 

Please keep this packet.  You may need the 

readings and handouts in future weeks. 
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MATH INSTRUCTIONS 
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Ms. Medcalf’s Math Scholars- 

Here are things to keep in mind: 

1. The checklist is a guideline to make sure you complete everything you are 

asked to complete within the week. You are being asked to complete at 

least 30 minutes of math practice a day, but we encourage you to do as 

much as you can on any assignment.  

2. Please complete ALL PROBLEMS for each problem set. This is a change 

from the last two weeks, but you are required to complete all 30 problems 

in each problem set for every lesson going forward.   

3. There may be extra homework sheets attached within your packet in case 

anyone needs them.  

4. Be mindful of your own math course. Whichever math textbook you have 

is the math work you should follow in the checklist.  

5. Please put your first and last name AND your math teacher’s name (Ms. 

Medcalf) at the top of EVERY math page! This will help the staff who sort 

the work to ensure that I get all the work from my scholars.        

For Week 6 of distance learning (May 8th – May 14th), 

Ms. Medcalf’s classes should complete all the problems in the sets for: 

3L Saxon 8/7: Lessons 64, 65, 66 

3L Algebra ½: Lessons 94, 95, 96 

 

For additional resources to help you through the lessons, take a look at our 

website www.parnassusteachers.com; the password is: Pegasus. Click on 

“School of Logic” to find resources organized by subject.  

Feel free to email me at medcalf@parnassusprep.com, or call/text me at 612-

465-9631 with any questions you have about anything school related.  

One step at a time.        Ms. Medcalf  
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ENGLISH INSTRUCTIONS 
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3L English- Ms. Rossi 
May 8th-14th 
 

Clarifications and Notes 
 
Reminders: 
 

1. NOTE: Please write “Ms. Rossi English” and your name at the top of your piece of paper 
before turning this in! It really helps the teachers who are sorting the work. 

2. All answers should be written in cursive full sentences on a separate sheet of paper! That is 
the only work you need to turn in for English. If you write everything on the same sheet of 
paper (which is recommended), then make sure to label each section (Friday, Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday) so it’s clear to me! 

 
 
Friday: Read Chapter 9 (pages 91-97). Do all of the Closer Look questions on page 98 
on your seperate sheet of paper to turn in by next Friday. 
 
Monday: A Letter to the Editor: Read the instructions on page 99 carefully. Here are 
some hints:  

1. 100-250 words (No more!) 
2. Stay in character. You are from 1850! Use what you know! 
3. You are a person who has read most of Frederick Douglass’ Narrative (Well, both 

in real life AND as this character you are writing as). Use what you have read to 
argue your point! 

4. Use first person, since you ARE the character writing to the newspaper. (“I have 
recently read Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave, 
and I am appalled by….”)  

 
Tuesday: Read Chapter 10a (pages 102-116). This is a longer chapter, so I will have 
you answer the questions tomorrow. 
 
Wednesday: Answer all of the Closer Look questions on page 117 about Chapter 10a. 
 
Thursday: Apostrophe: Read about this kind of speech or poem on page 118. Then, 
try your hand at writing an apostrophe of your own. Here are some hints: 

1. Use second person (“You are a perfect cup of coffee…”) 
2. This may be in the form of a poem (structured. May or may not rhyme), or prose 

(not structured. Simple paragraph). 
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HISTORY READINGS 
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LATIN READING AND INSTRUCTIONS 
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3L Latin Distance Learning 

– Week of May 11-15 – 

Directions: 

- Carefully read Ch. 28 Grammar Notes Part II, where we 

begin learning some of the ways to use the subjunctive 

mood!  

- On the page labelled “Latin Exercises”, write your name 

and class (hour) in the top right, and complete parts A and 

B. In part B, #1-3 are required; 4-6 are 

optional/enrichment! 

As always, please reach out to me with any questions you have 

(including the “enrichment” work)!  
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Latin - Chapter 28 Grammar Notes: Part II 

Jussive Subjunctive; Purpose Clauses 
 

REVIEW: Remember that you can identify whether a verb is in the subjunctive mood by looking at the stem 

vowel before its ending, which changes in a predictable way based on the following chart: 

o -ā-  -e- (1st conjugation) 

o -ē-  -ea- (2nd conjugation) 

o -e-  -a- (3rd conjugation) 

o -e-  -ia- (3rd -io conjugation) **only for -io verbs** 

o -ī-  -ia- (4th conjugation) 

-So, for example, the verb amō, amāre in the 3rd person sg. Indicative would be amat (take amāre, 

chop off the “-re”, add your 3rd person sg. ending of “-t”; the “a” is your stem vowel.) In the 3rd person 

sg. subjunctive it would be amet; you follow the same steps, except the “-a-” becomes an “-e-“. That’s 

it!  

-This shows why it’s so important to memorize what conjugation a verb is (1st thru 4th). Remember: you 

can almost always find out what conjugation a verb is by looking at the second principal part and 

chopping off the “-re”; if the stem vowel you’re left with is “-a-“, it’s 1st; “-ē-“ and it’s 2nd, and so on! 

-Now, onto Grammar Notes Part II! 

 

 

There are two categories for using the subjunctive mood in Latin: Independent and Dependent. As we learn 

new ways to use the subjunctive, we’ll add them to the chart below! But for now, we’re just adding the first 

one for each. 

Note: “Independent” means the clause stands on its own and doesn’t need another clause to complete its 

meaning; “dependent” does need to be completed by another clause, which is why it’s also called a 

“subordinate” clause.  

 Example: 

o You should walk the dog. (Independent clause--stands on its own) 

o You walk the dog so that he may get some exercise. (Dependent clause--needs the first 

half of the sentence to complete its meaning) 
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INDEPENDENT  
(Main Clause) 

DEPENDENT  
(Subordinate Clause) 

1)  Jussive/Hortatory 1)  Purpose 

 

Jussive / Hortatory Subjunctive 

 Definition: expresses a command or exhortation, esp. in the 1st or 3rd persons 

   1st person is usually referred to “hortatory” (from “hortor”, to urge) 

   3rd person is referred to as “jussive” (from “iubeō”, to order) 

 Recognition: the main verb will be a present subjunctive 

   a negative is indicated by nē 

Translation: “let” +  objective case pron. (me, us, him, her, them) or nom. noun +  verb; alternatively, 

nom. noun/pronoun “should” + verb 

 

 Examples: puellam laudēmus. 

    Let us (Let’s) praise the girl./ We should praise the girl. 

   cōgitem nunc dē hāc rē. 

Let me (I should) now think about this matter. 

   nē id faciāmus. 

    Let us not do this./ We should not do this. 

   audeant illī virī et fēminae esse fortēs. 

Let those men and women dare to be brave./ Those men and 

women should dare to be brave. 

Purpose Clauses 

 Definition: a subordinate clause indicating the objective of the main action 

   (She went to the store to buy milk.   

We learn Latin so that we may do well in college.) 

 Recognition: subjunctive clause introduced by ut (so that) or nē (so that…not, lest) 

explains the purpose or “why” of the main clause 
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 Translation: “so that…may verb,” or “to verb, in order to verb” (when the purpose  

clause and main verb have the same subject) 

 

 Examples: hoc dīcit ut eōs iuvet.  

    He says this in order to help them.  

   discedit nē id audiat. 

    He leaves so that he may not hear this. 

   cum cūrā docet ut discipulī bene discant. 

    She teaches with care so that the students may learn well. 

   hoc facit nē capiātur. 

    He does this in order not to be captured.  

   librōs legimus ut multa discāmus. 

    We read books (in order) to learn many things. 

   bonōs librōs nōbīs dent nē malōs legāmus.  

             Let them give us good books so that we may not read bad ones. 

 

***You’ll notice that especially with purpose clauses, there are a number of different ways you can translate 

them: “so that”, “in order that”, or sometimes just “to”. As usual, let context be your guide! 
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SPANISH READING AND INSTRUCTIONS 
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SCIENCE READING 
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For more information watch youtube video https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oefAI2x2CQM
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For more information watch youtube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9O5JQqlngFY

For more information watch youtube video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=h2xufrHWG3E
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LOGIC READING 
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ART INSTRUCTIONS 
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Chin line: Marks where the bo�om
 of your chin should end.

Shoulder line: Shows where the top
of shoulders circles need to be 

Center chest line: Points out the center
of the pectoral,  or chest.

Belly bu�on/Elbow line: Indicates where 
you need to place elbow joint circles for 
both arms. Aso where the belly bu�on of
your person should be. 

Hip joint line: Shows where hip joint 
circles need to be placed. also acts as the 
top of the hand shape. 

Finger �p line: Simply tells us how far our 
longest finger �p should go. 

Bo�om kneecap line: Tells us where we 
need to place the bo�om of our knee joint

Bo�om of calf muscle: This line marks the 
center of the leg bone and serves more
purpose when adding muscles.

Soles of feet = Ground: This line marks 
the ground/ soles/ bo�om of the feet .

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

2.5.

9.

Top of Head line: When you daw in
 your head the top of it should start there.

Step1 : Last week you created a propor�onal “s�ck skeleton” that was 8 heads tall.
This week you will transform that s�ck skeleton into a well propor�oned person. Begin by drawing that “s�ck skeleton”
lightly on your work page.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Chin line: Marks where the bo�om
 of your chin should end.

Shoulder line: Shows where the top
of shoulders circles need to be 

Center chest line: Points out the center
of the pectoral,  or chest.

Belly bu�on/Elbow line: Indicates where 
you need to place elbow joint circles for 
both arms. Aso where the belly bu�on of
your person should be. 

Hip joint line: Shows where hip joint 
circles need to be placed. also acts as the 
top of the hand shape. 

Finger �p line: Simply tells us how far our 
longest finger �p should go. 

Bo�om kneecap line: Tells us where we 
need to place the bo�om of our knee joint

Bo�om of calf muscle: This line marks the 
center of the leg bone and serves more
purpose when adding muscles.

Soles of feet = Ground: This line marks 
the ground/ soles/ bo�om of the feet .

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

2.5.

9.

Top of Head line: When you daw in
 your head the top of it should start there.

Step 2 :  Now that you have your lightly drawn s�ck skeleton you can start to add thickness or muscle 
to the body. Start this by drawing thin oval shapes from the circle joints of each shoulder. Draw the same 
oval shape from the shoulder joint circle to the elbow joint circle. Con�nue this �ll you have outlined your skeleton 
like I have done below. Dont forget we are s�ll drawing lightly in this step, these shapes will serve as a guide as we 
con�nue our drawing. ( NOTE: If you have internet check the schools web site in the distance learning sec�on 
under  art for a video  reference.)
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Chin line: Marks where the bo�om
 of your chin should end.

Shoulder line: Shows where the top
of shoulders circles need to be 

Center chest line: Points out the center
of the pectoral,  or chest.

Belly bu�on/Elbow line: Indicates where 
you need to place elbow joint circles for 
both arms. Aso where the belly bu�on of
your person should be. 

Hip joint line: Shows where hip joint 
circles need to be placed. also acts as the 
top of the hand shape. 

Finger �p line: Simply tells us how far our 
longest finger �p should go. 

Bo�om kneecap line: Tells us where we 
need to place the bo�om of our knee joint

Bo�om of calf muscle: This line marks the 
center of the leg bone and serves more
purpose when adding muscles.

Soles of feet = Ground: This line marks 
the ground/ soles/ bo�om of the feet .

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

2.5.

9.

Top of Head line: When you daw in
 your head the top of it should start there.

Step 3: Once you have your muscles drawn, it is �me to start to erase the s�ck skeleton.
Erasing the “s�ck skeleton” should leave you with the shape of a person as shown below.
At this point you have a blank person that is ready to be detailed .
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Chin line: Marks where the bo�om
 of your chin should end.

Shoulder line: Shows where the top
of shoulders circles need to be 

Center chest line: Points out the center
of the pectoral,  or chest.

Belly bu�on/Elbow line: Indicates where 
you need to place elbow joint circles for 
both arms. Aso where the belly bu�on of
your person should be. 

Hip joint line: Shows where hip joint 
circles need to be placed. also acts as the 
top of the hand shape. 

Finger �p line: Simply tells us how far our 
longest finger �p should go. 

Bo�om kneecap line: Tells us where we 
need to place the bo�om of our knee joint

Bo�om of calf muscle: This line marks the 
center of the leg bone and serves more
purpose when adding muscles.

Soles of feet = Ground: This line marks 
the ground/ soles/ bo�om of the feet .

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

2.5.

9.

Top of Head line: When you daw in
 your head the top of it should start there.

Step 4: In this step you will draw in your persons face using a face map method and then adding details. This is your 
chance to turn this person into whoever you want. Some examples are: Spartan Warrior, Viking, Greek/Roman God, 
Queen/Princess, anyone from history, or even yourself. So get crea�ve! 
Once you are done adding the defining details to you character start to erase any muscle lines that do not need to 
be seen anymore. 
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Finished: Once you have removed all the ununnecessary lines, your drawing should be close to done. If you have 
access to colors you can customize it even further. Congratula�ons, you have drawn a propor�onal person! 
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